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CHEB KHALED MULTI AWARDED FRENCH ALGERIAN SINGER IS OFFERING A
SONG TO LEBANON
ALL PROFITS DONATED TO RED CROSS

Paris, Washington DC, 03.09.2020, 00:03 Time

USPA NEWS - Further to the tragic blast that hot Beirut Port, on Tuesday August 4, with violent explosions struck the heart of
Lebanese capital , and made more than 150 victims, including many children, that are to be deplored. More than 400 000 people are
now homeless and tens of thousands more have been displaced. The hopes of finding the countless missing are sadly fading
gradually. The needs are considerable. The country already weakened by a major crisis before, is experiencing a situation that has
become tragic, has over 300,000 poor and homeless people. The French President Macron, was the forts political leaders to travel up
to Beirut and set up a web conference, few days later, issuing pledging funds form thirty countries for a reconstruction of Beirut.
Solidarity is put on the table, politically wise, and in action, under the French leadership. Cheb Khaled the French-Algerian legendary
singer of Rai, is offering a song, "Elle c'est called Beyrouth »( "She's called Beirut »). All profits will be donated to The Lebanese Red
Cross.

CHEB KHALED MULTI AWARDED FRENCH ALGERIAN SINGER IS OFFERING A SONG TO LEBANON------------
Khaled has been known around the world for over thirty years, he has obtained several gold, platinum and diamond records: in the
United States, India, France, Brazil, the Middle East. .. and many trophies. The artist with the legendary smile has rocked several
generations with his planetary hits: "Didi", "Aicha", "AbdelKader", "C'est la vie"
Video clip : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5J3e-mMLETY
...The new single of Khaled offered in that name of Lebanon, called Elle s'appelle Beyrouth » (“It's called Beyrouth“�).and a music
video have been released: « All profits will be donated to The Lebanese Red Cross. This song´s release comes after the huge shock
that traumatizes an entire people, as well as the community compassionate international of pain. Lebanon once decreed National
mourning. A pain shared by the artist Khaled very affected, who, with the support and help of his label Aalia Publishing, wished to
record a title: "Elle c'est called Beyrouth" with its friend, the Lebanese artist Rodge. The single and the music video will be released on
Tuesday August 18, two weeks after the tragedy. All the benefits will be donated to the Red Cross.
A FEW WORDS FROM KHALED-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
"My smile faded, to give way to the pain that I 'm sharing by your side. A people .. your people, Lebanese brothers (friends),was
touched and our hearts were bruised. Fraternally, I did a song with my friend the Lebanese artist Rodge: “Her name is Beirut “�. The
profits from this support will be donated to associations involved. It's not Khaled, the artist talking to you currently, but it's Khaled, your
friend, your brother, a man like you, affected by the misfortune which has shaken this beautiful country. "
ABOUT KHALED:-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Khaled has been known around the world for more than twenty of the year, he obtained several gold, platinum and diamond records :
in the United States, in India, in France, in Brazil, in the Middle East ... and many trophies. The artist with the legendary smile rocked
several generations with its planetary tubes: "Didi", "Aicha"," AbdelKader "," C'est la vie "...
ABOUT RODGE:--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Rodge is a great Lebanese artist, well known in the Middle East. He has marked the spirits with his hits like "Beirut" already dedicated
to the famous city, in the top 20 for several weeks, “It starts with love “�,“ Words “�,“ One night “�and many others ...
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